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Marcus Walsh advises on a broad range of litigation and regulatory matters with
Litigation, Arbitration
and Investigations

an emphasis on complex commercial disputes.
He has acted in high-value commercial litigation in the Irish Courts, as well as a range of
international and cross-border disputes. Marcus has advised on corporate/criminal regulatory
investigations, financial services disputes, high profile product liability matters and reputational
risk.

Financial Services
Technology
Consumer Goods, Food
and Retail

He has experience handling matters in the Irish courts and dealing with regulators such as the
Central Bank of Ireland, the Garda Bureau of Fraud Investigation and the Office of the Director of
Corporate Enforcement.

LANGUAGES SPOKEN
English

English

Advising the partners of a leading international audit firm in relation to the Central Bank of Ireland Inquiry into Irish Nationwide
Building Society.
Acting for an international car manufacturer in litigation in the Irish Courts arising from emissions issues.
Advising a global investment management firm in a dispute with its fund administration services provider.
Advising an international pharmaceutical company on a construction defects dispute concerning an on-site wastewater treatment
plant.
Acting for a global food and beverage provider in a dispute concerning their airport concession licence.
Advising a high profile international retailer on regulatory compliance issues and product recall obligations.
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Professional Qualifications
Solicitor regulated by the Law Society of Ireland
Solicitor of the Senior Courts of England and Wales

Prior Experience
2015 –19, leading Dublin law firm
2011–15, London based international law firm

Education
London School of Economics, LLM, 2010
University College Cork, BCL (Hons), 2009

INSIGHTS

Publications
Man vs Machine: Legal liability in Artificial Intelligence contracts and the challenges that can arise
7 October 2021
In the second article of this series, we look at the key legal and contractual risk points that businesses using, or supplying, artificial
intelligence need to consider .

Artificial Intelligence and how the courts approach the legal implications
16 September 2021
Through an analysis of significant cases, this article takes a close look at the contractual implications of artificial intelligence and how it
can give rise to legal liability by exposing businesses to financial and representational risk.
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